Letter from Matisse, 2020
Video
2'30 minutes
This video shows three people: one is projected by projector, one is stands in front of the projection
the image and the third person is corrects of the position. The third person make sure that the faces of
the projection and person standing front of it overlap precisely. During this process, of voice reads the
letter from Matisse. The person of the projection and the person standing in front of it are lovers. The
person reading the letter is a painter who admires Henri Matisse. This person keep trying to overlap
the image on her face with another person’s help.
We might sometimes strongly hope to understand another person, but we always feel the other
persons’s individuality we feel separation and that there will never be a permanent fusion with the
other. The projected face is red and blotchy with the side effects of chemotherapy. The aim of this work
is only to start from the superficial union of the two faces in this difficult situation that exceeds the
imagination of the artist.

Kommunikationstunde, 2020
Video
10'00 minutes
This video shows people performing the "Communication lesson". This video consists of 5 parts.
During this performance, the performers remain behind a big white fabric suspended at an angele
from a wall. The first part starts with a person walking around alone. After that, the scene changes
and feet appear and disappear behind the fabric. The performers have been instructed by the artist to
dance to the music they are listning to on their own music players using earphones. After the second
break, the performers continue dancing in the same way. In the fourth part, the performers have
stopped dancing and they now whisper to themselves or the others. In the fifth part, they turn on their
music again and try to have a conversation with each others, their voices gradually becoming louder
and louder.
In this work, I am exploring how we can communicate with others and still keep our individuality.

